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Ingénieur eaux et forêts

Ma recherche

Je recherche tout type de contrat, sur la France et étranger, dans l'Ingénierie.

Formations

2002 : Diplôme Ingénieur eaux et forêts Option valorisation des produits forestiers

Expériences professionnelles

? Since 2004 Technical person in charge : Centre of the Industry of wood and Furnishing (CETIBA) : the spots
carried out are : * Realization of the diagnoses of levelling of the companies * Accompaniment of the companies
for the installation of their programmes of levelling. * Assistance for the development of the schedules of
conditions * to help the companies for the development of the products and the manufacturing processes *
Assistance for Organization of the companies * To help the profession to face international competition *
Realization of the tests on wood and furnishing * Member of commutated piloting for the realization of the
strategic study of the sector drink and furnishing in Tunisia (2006) * Tunisian representative of the union of
industry and the trade and the craft industry (UTICA) for the development of the forest national program

TRAINING 2006 : Training course with the CTBA: center technical wood and furnishing (Paris) 2006 : Training
course with the CTBA: center technical wood and furnishing (Bordeaux) 2006 : Participation in worms Mondial
Furnishing: Palma de Mallorca Spain 2004 : Improvement of the capacity of Tunisian Industry: 40 days (Japan):
* Development of the productivity of the companies * Organization of the companies * Development of the new
products * Visit Toyota company (TPS: Toyota Production System) * Visit Yamaha company (Yamaha
Production System)

2003 Contract of work: INRGREF - 2003 (09 months) * Achievements of the tests on wood * Determination of
the characteristics of wood

Langues

- FRANCAIS/ANGLAIS: bilingue parlé: scolaire / écrit: notions

Atouts et compétences

- Market research;
- Management and improvement of quality and the productivity;
- Business management
- Organization of the companies
- Calculation of the cost price
- Analyse process
- Marketing
 (Expert)
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